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The role of oxidants in viral diseases is fairly complex because it includes metabolic regulation both of
host metabolism and viral replication. However, a role for reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive
nitrogen species (RNS) as mediators of virus-induced lung damage is supported by studies and
antioxidants can thus be expected to act at many different levels. The aim of the present pilot study
was to test an antioxidant nutraceutical approach on some relevant immunological parameters known
to be affected in common seasonal respiratory tract infection. The study population consisted of 90
sedentary healthy patients, previously selected as being GSTM1-positive, divided into three groups: A)
20-40 years; B) 41-65 years; B) over 65 years. Each patients was administered a life style and dietary
questionnaire. Subjects were supplemented for 6 weeks with either 9g/day (4.5g twice a day
sublingually) of a fermented papaya preparation (Osato Research Institute, Gifu, Japan) or placebo.
After a further month period of wash out, subjects were treated again in a crossover manner.
Parameters checked were as follows: routine blood tests with WBC formula, saliva flow rate and
secretary IgA and lysozyme production and redox gene expression of Phase II enzyme and SOD from
upper airways cells (from nasal lavage). Salivary secretion rate showed an age-related decline and
was significantly increased by FPP supplementation only in the youngest age-group (p<0.05).
Subjects treated with FPP showed a significantly higher lever of IgA and lisozyme production.,
irrespective of age group while their baseline production was significantly lower in the oldest agegroup as compared to the youngest one (C vs A, p<0.05). FPP treatment brought about a significant
upregulation of all phase II enzyme and SOD gene expression tested in nasal lavage cells. In
conclusion, FPP supplementation during 1 month resulted in higher salivary IgA and increase in phase
II and SOD enzyme expression, i.e the most important antioxidant in the respiratory tract. The
biological significance of these effects i.e., whether it will help reducing the whole respiratory oxidative
stress in the human airway and, hopefully, the incidence and/or severity of URTI remains to be
demonstrated in longer clinical trials.
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We tested a biofermented nutraceutical (FPP) that has been previously shown to positively modulate
nitric oxide (NO). Forty-two healthy middle-aged subjects were given 3 grams of FPP three times a
day for 6 weeks, and tests were repeated at 3 and 6 weeks; the control group was given a placebo.
Flow-mediated dilation (FMD) was measured together with NO compounds (nitrogen oxides [NOx]:
NO2 - + NO3 -) plasma levels and asymmetrical dimethylarginine (ADMA). In the interventional group,
overall FMD significantly increased from 4.2% to 7.3% (p < 0.05 vs. placebo). A significant increase in
plasma NO and a decrease in ADMA were detected after consumption of FPP (p < 0.01). Although
larger studies are awaited, it appears that, at least in healthy individuals, such nutraceutical
intervention by positively acting on significant cardiovascular parameters can be considered in the
armamentarium of a proactive age-management strategy.
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